THE HAMILTON EXPERIENCE

Celebrate Alexander Hamilton: Revolutionary War hero, Constitution signer, father of modern finance, and inspiration behind the smash Broadway musical!

Use this guide to find Hamilton highlights located throughout the museum, including exhibits, artifacts, and special programs; look out for these HAMILTON EXPERIENCE STICKERS to find each spot! Stop at each location to learn more about Hamilton from our expert storytellers.

FEATURE EXHIBIT

HAMILTON: THE CONSTITUTIONAL CLASHES THAT SHAPED A NATION

First Floor: Annenberg Gallery; daily during regular museum hours

Explore this compelling exhibit and learn about the competing constitutional ideas of Alexander Hamilton and his famous rivals.

constitutioncenter.org

NATIONAL CONSTITUTION CENTER
HAMILTON: THE EARLY YEARS
LOBBY SHOW
First Floor: Grand Hall Lobby; Mondays – Saturdays at 10 a.m., 11:30 a.m., & 2 p.m.; Sundays at 2 p.m.
Experience the story of Hamilton’s early life—from his childhood in the Caribbean to his service as a Revolutionary War soldier—in this interactive show.

The following highlights are located in Signers’ Hall (Second Floor).

3 STORY SPOT: HAMILTON STATUE
Learn about Hamilton’s role in bringing about the Philadelphia Convention.

4 STORY SPOT: WASHINGTON STATUE
Ask the staff for a story about Hamilton’s friendship with George Washington.

The following highlights are located in the main exhibit, The Story of We the People (Second Floor).

5 STORY SPOT: VOTING BOOTHS
Learn about Hamilton’s role in the historic election of 1800.

6 STORY SPOT: BALANCE OF POWERS
Stop at the U.S. Capitol model and ask the staff about the Founders’ debates over the federal government.

HAMILTON TRIVIA GAME SHOW
Times vary daily; check the museum’s Visitor Guide
Are you a Hamilton expert? Put your knowledge to the test!

Don’t miss the ONE-OF-A-KIND HAMILTON ARTIFACTS on display throughout the main exhibit!